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Abstract
We define a quotient of the category of finitely generated modules over the
cyclotomic Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier algebra for type An and show it has a
module category structure over a direct sum of certain cyclotomic Khovanov-
Lauda-Rouquier algebras of type An-1, this way categorifying the branching rules
for the inclusion of sl(n) in sl(n+1). Using this we give a new, elementary proof
of Khovanov-Lauda cyclotomic conjecture. We show that continuing recursively
gives the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for type An. As an application we prove a
conjecture of Mackaay, Stosic and Vaz concerning categorical Weyl modules.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A and B be associative algebras, M a (left) B-module and f : A Ñ B a map of algebras.
Then A acts on M through f by the formula a.m “ fpaqm for a in A and m in M . This
procedure turns each (left) module over B into a (left) module over A. It is well-known that this
operation defines a functor between the categories of modules over the respective algebras. Each
homomorphism of algebras f : AÑ B gives rise to a restriction functor between their categories
of representations
resBA : B -mod Ñ A -mod
defined by M ÞÑ fM “ fB bB M for left A-modules N and B-modules M . Here fM means
the structure of A-module on the M as defined above: a.fm :“ fpaqm.
In general an irreducible object M in B -mod is not sent to an irreducible over A. However,
if we are in categories of modules which are semisimple, then resBApMq decomposes as a direct
sum of irreducibles over A. This procedure of writing irreducibles over B as direct sums of
irreducibles over A is called the branching rule of B with respect to A.
The study of the branching rules has its roots in group theory. They were first obtained in
a systematic way in the study of the representations of the classical groups. They were sub-
sequently extended to categories of representations of other types of algebras like for example
associative algebras, Lie algebras, Hopf algebras and quantum groups. Besides being a useful
tool in the study of the representations of the objects under consideration, the branching rules
have been extensively studied in theoretical physics where they have found important applica-
tions in the study of systems through reduction of its group of symmetry to one of its subgroups
(see [12, 22], the review [21] and the references therein).
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Let us consider the case of Kac-Moody algebras associated to finite quivers. For each em-
bedding Γ2 ãÑ Γ1 of quivers there is an embedding of the Kac-Moody algebras gΓ2 ãÑ gΓ1
associated to Γ1 and Γ2. If we restrict to the categories of integrable representations, then every
irreducible integral representation VΓ1 of gΓ1 is isomorphic as a representation of gΓ2 to a direct
sum of irreducibles [9]. In some cases a general procedure exists to obtain the branching rules for
this embedding, but in the general case one has to work out the result case by case (see [6, 12, 22]
for a general treatment of the branching rule for classical Lie algebras). These results extend to
the quantum version of Kac-Moody algebras, which is the case we are interested in. Suppose
now that there is a chain of inclusions of quivers Γn Ă Γn´1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨Γ2 Ă Γ1, where Γi is ob-
tained from Γi`1 by adding a vertex and the corresponding edge and Γn is the empty quiver. We
have a chain of embeddings of the corresponding Kac-Moody algebras and one may apply the
branching rule recursivelly starting with gΓ1 untill we get a direct sum of irreducibles over the
one-dimensional Kac-Moody algebra. Including this collection of spaces back into VΓ1 defines
a distinguished basis which is an example of a canonical basis and is called the Gelfand-Tsetlin
basis after [8] (see also [7]).
In a remarkable series of papers [15, 16, 24] Khovanov, Lauda and independently Rouquier
introduced a family of Hecke algebras associated to a quiver (see also [25]). These quiver Hecke
algebras, which became known as KLR algebras, have shown to have a rich representation theory
(see for example [3, 10, 19, 20]). But more immediate to us in this paper is the fact that the KLR
algebra associated to a quiver Γ categorifies the lower half of the quantum version of the Kac-
Moody algebra associated to Γ, which means that the latter is isomorphic to the Grothendieck
ring of the former. For each dominant integral weight λ the KLR algebra RΓ admits a quotient,
denoted by RλΓ, which is called a cyclotomic quotient after [3], and whose Grothendieck group
is isomorphic to the integral representation Vλ of gΓ, i.e. the category of graded modules over
RλΓ, finite in each degree, admits a categorical action of gΓ which descends to the Grothendieck
group yielding a representation which is isomorphic to Vλ (see [14, 29]).
In this paper we concentrate on the case where Γ1 is the Dynkin diagram of type An and Γ2 is
the Dynkin diagram obtained from Γ1 by removing the vertex labeled n (and the corresponding
edge), and investigate the consequences for the corresponding KLR algebras and its cyclotomic
quotients. The inclusion of quivers An´1 ãÑ An determines an inclusion Rn´1 ãÑ Rn between
the corresponding KLR algebras. This gives rise to restriction and induction functors between
their categories of representations which turn out to descend to the usual inclusion and projection
maps between the corresponding (one-half) quantum Kac-Moody algebras.
This approach needs to be modified to work with cyclotomic quotients. In this case there is
a projection of the cyclotomic KLR algebra RλAn to a direct sum of cyclotomic KLR algebras‘µPτpλqRµAn´1 with the set τpλq being determined combinatorially from λ. We obtain a functor
Π: RλAn -fmod Ñ
à
µPτpλq
RµAn´1 -fmod
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between their categories of graded, finite dimensional modules which is full, essentially bijective,
and commutes with the categorical action of the Kac-Moody algebra given byAn. Continuing re-
cursively we end up in the category of one-dimensional modules over a collection of one-dimen-
sional algebras Rµ
1
A0
which are labeled by certain sequences of partitions pλ, λpn´1q, . . . , λp1qq,
each λpiq being a partition with exactly i parts.
There is a categorical action of the Kac-Moody algebra of An on the functors
RλAn`1 -pmod Ñ RµA0 -pmod – k -pmod
which descends to an action on the Grothendieck group, which means that these functors cate-
gorify the elements of the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis. These functors can be interpreted as the preim-
ages under Π of the one-dimensional modules over Rµ
1
A0
, giving a realization of the Gelfand-
Tsetlin basis in terms of some special objects in the category of modules over RλAn .
One consequence of the categorical branching rules is that we can use it to provide an easy
proof of Khovanov and Lauda’s cyclotomic conjecture from [15], namely that the grothendieck
group K0pRλAnq is isomorphic to the irreducible representation Vλ. As another application of
the categorical branching rules we prove a conjecture in [23] about categorical Weyl modules
for the q-Schur algebra. Namely we prove that the cyclotomic KLR algebra is isomorphic to
a certain endomorphism algebra constructed in [23] as part of the q-Schur categorification to
give a conjectural categorification of the Weyl module Wλ. As a consequence we obtain that
the aforementioned endomorphism algebra indeed categorifies Wλ. This way we prove a second
conjecture in [23].
This paper was motivated by an attempt to lift the recursive formulas for link polynomials
in [13] and [27] to statements between the corresponding link homology theories (see [27, 28]
for further explanations and [26] for developments). This is the first output of the program
outlined in [26]. We remark that the results in this paper are different from the branching rule
obtained by Brundan, Kleshchev and Wang in [5] for graded Specht modules using the natural
embedding of cyclotomic Hecke algebras together with the identification with cyclotomic KLR
algebras of type A.
We have tried to make this paper reasonably self-contained with the exception of Section 6
where we assume familiarity with [23].
2. QUANTUM sln`1, THE BRANCHING RULE AND THE GELFAND-TSETLIN BASIS
In this section we review the basics about quantum sln`1, its irreducible representations, the
branching rule for sln`1 Ą sln, and the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis. We also fix notation and recollect
some results that will be used in this paper.
2.1. Quantum sln`1 and its irreducible representations. We denote by Λn`1 the sln`1-weight
lattice and by Xn`1 the sln`1-root lattice. Let α1, . . . , αn be the simple roots and α_1 , . . . , α_n the
simple coroots. Any weight λ¯ can be written as λ¯ “ pλ¯1, . . . , λ¯nq where λ¯i “ α_i pλ¯q. Denote the
set of dominant integral weights by
Λn`1` “
 
λ¯ P Λn`1|α_i pλ¯q P Zě0 for all i “ 1, . . . , n
(
.
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Let also
aij “ α_i pαjq “
$’&’%
2 if j “ i,
´1 if j “ i˘ 1,
0 else,
be the entries of the Cartan matrix of sln`1.
The quantum special linear algebraUqpsln`1q is the associative, unitalQpqq-algebra generated
by the Chevalley generators Fi, Ei and K˘1i for 1, . . . , n, subject to the relations
KiKj “ KjKi, KiK´1i “ K´1i Ki “ 1,
KiFjK
´1
i “ q´aijFj, KiEjK´1i “ qaijEj,
EiFj ´ FjEi “ δi,jKi ´K
´1
i
q ´ q´1 ,
F 2i Fj ´ pq ` q´1qFiFjFi ` FjF 2i “ 0 if |i´ j| “ 1,
E2iEj ´ pq ` q´1qEiEjEi ` EjE2i “ 0 if |i´ j| “ 1,
FiFj “ FjFi, EiEj “ EjEi if |i´ j| ą 1.
For i “ pi1, . . . , ikq we define Fi “ Fik ¨ ¨ ¨Fi1 and Ei “ Eik ¨ ¨ ¨Ei1 . The reason for this
convention will be clear later when we introduce the diagrammatics.
The lower half Uq´ psln`1q Ă Uqpsln`1q quantum algebra is the subalgebra generated by the F s
(analogously for the upper half Uq` psln`1q).
Recall that a subspace Vµ¯ of a finite dimensional Uqpsln`1q-module V is called a weight space
if
K˘1i v “ q˘µ¯iv
for all v P Vµ¯ and that V is called a weight module if
V “ à
µ¯PΛn`1
Vµ¯.
A weight module V is called a highest weight module with highest weight λ¯ if there exists a
non-zero weight vector vector vλ¯ P Vλ¯ such that Eivλ¯ “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , n. For each λ¯ P Λn`1`
there exists a unique irreducible highest weight module with highest weight λ¯. In the sequel we
will drop the Uq and write sln`1-module instead of Uqpsln`1q-module.
Let φ be the anti-involution on Uqpsln`1q defined by
φpK˘1i q “ K¯1i , φpFiq “ q´1KiEi, φpEiq “ q´1K´1i Fi.
The q-Shapovalov form x , y is the unique nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on the highest
weight module V pλ¯q satisfying
xvλ¯, vλ¯y “ 1,
xuv, v1y “ xv, φpuqv1y for all u P Uqpsln`1q and v, v1 P V pλq,
fxv, v1y “ xf¯v, v1y “ xv, fv1y for any f P Qpqq and v, v1 P V pλq.
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2.2. The q-Schur algebra. In this subsection we give a brief review the q-Schur algebra Sqpn, dq
following the exposition in [23] (see [23] and the references therein for more details). The Schur
algebra appears naturally in the context of (polynomial) representations of Uqpglnq, which is the
starting point of this subsection. The root and weight lattices are very easy to describe for quan-
tum gln. Let i “ p0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0q P Zn, with the 1 being on the i-th coordinate for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Let also rαi “ i´ i`1 P Zn and pi, jq “ δi,j be the Euclidean inner product on Zn (in this basis
the sln roots can be expressed by αi “ rαi ´ rαi`1).
The quantum general linear algebra Uqpglnq is the associative, unital Qpqq-algebra generated
by Ki, K´1i , for i “ 1, . . . , n, and Fi, Ei for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, subject to the relations
KiKj “ KjKi, KiK´1i “ K´1i Ki “ 1,
EiFj ´ FjEi “ δi,jKiK
´1
i`1 ´K´1i Ki`1
q ´ q´1 ,
KiFj “ q´pi,αjqFjKi, KiEj “ qpi,αjqEjKi,
and the so-called Serre relations
F 2i Fj ´ pq ` q´1qFiFjFi ` FjF 2i “ 0
E2iEj ´ pq ` q´1qEiEjEi ` EjE2i “ 0
+
if |i´ j| “ 1,
FiFj ´ FjFi “ 0
EiEj ´ EjEi “ 0
*
if |i´ j| ą 1.
In the Beilinson-Lusztig-MacPherson [2] idempotented version of quantum groups the Cartan
subalgebras are “replaced” by algebras generated by orthogonal idempotents corresponding to
the weights. To understand their definition, recall that Ki acts as qλi on the λ-weight space of
any weight representation. The idempotented version of Uqpglnq can be obtained from Uqpglnq
by adjoining orthogonal idempotents 1λ, for λ P Zn and adding the relations
1λ1ν “ δλ,ν1µ,
Fi1λ “ 1λ´rαiFi,
Ei1λ “ 1λ`rαiEi,
Ki1λ “ qλi1λ.
The idempotent quantum gln is then defined by
9Upglnq – ‘
λ,µPZn
1λUqpglnq1µ.
Note that 9Upglnq is not unital anymore because 1 “
ř
λPZn
1λ would be an infinite sum. In this set-
ting the q-Schur algebra occurs naturally as a quotient of idempotented Uqpglnq, which happens
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to be very easy to describe. Let
Λpn, dq “  λ P Nn : ÿ
i
λi “ d
(
be a weight (sub)lattice and the highest weights be elements in
Λ`pn, dq “ tλ P Λpn, dq : λ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λnu.
The q-Schur algebra Sqpn, dq can be defined as the quotient of idempotented quantum gln
by the ideal generated by all idempotents 1λ such that λ R Λpn, dq. Thus, we have a finite
presentation of Sqpn, dq as the associative, unital Qpqq-algebra generated by 1λ for λ P Λpn, dq,
and Fi, Ei for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, subject to the relations
1λ1µ “ δλ,µ1λ,ÿ
λPΛpn,dq
1λ “ 1,
Fi1λ “ 1λ´rαiFi,
Ei1λ “ 1λ`rαiEi,
EiE´j ´ E´jEi “ δij
ÿ
λPΛpn,dq
.rλi ´ λi`1s1λ.
We use the convention that 1µX1ν “ 0 if µ or ν is not contained in Λpn, dq.
The irreducibles Wλ, for λ P Λ`pn, dq, can be constructed as subquotients of Sqpn, dq, called
Weyl modules. Let ă denote the lexicographic order on Λpn, dq. For any λ P Λ`pn, dq, we have
Wλ – 1λSqpn, dq{rµ ą λs.
Here rµ ą λs is the ideal generated by all elements of the form 1µx1λ, for some x P Sqpn, dq and
µ ą λ.
2.3. Branching rules. Recall that a partition with m parts is a sequence of nonnegative integers
pλ1, . . . , λmq with λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λm. Partitions are in bijection with Young diagrams. We follow
English notation, where Young diagrams are left justified and lines are enumerated from top to
bottom. The bijection sends λ to the Young diagram with λi boxes in the i-th line. From now on
we denote them by the same symbol.
There is a well-known relation between integral dominant weights of sln`1 and partitions with
n` 1 parts. For each such partition λ there is an integral dominant weight λ¯ P Λn`1` defined by
λ¯i :“ λi ´ λi`1.
If we want to use partitions to describe the finite dimensional irreducibles of sln`1 we can write
V
sln`1
λ to denote the irreducible sln`1-module Vλ¯ without any ambiguity. Of course there are
several partitions giving the same element of Λn`1` , but there is only one if we fix the value of
λn`1 “ 0.
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For a partition λwith n`1 parts denote by τpλq the set of all partitions µwith n parts satisfying
(1) λi ď µi ď λi`1.
We denote by V slmλ the irreducible finite dimensional representation of slm of highest weight
λ. For the embedding sln ãÑ sln`1 corresponding to adding one vertex at the end of the Dynkin
diagram of sln the branching rule [12] says that
(2)
`
V
sln`1
λ
˘sln – à
µPτpλq
V slnµ
is an isomorphism of sln-modules (adding the vertex in the beginning of the Dynkin diagram of
sln yields the same decomposition). This decomposition is multiplicity free that is, each of the
V slnµ¯ “ V slnµ occurs at most once in the sum (2). This means that given an element on the right
hand side there is a canonical way of associating it to one element in
`
V
sln`1
λ
˘sln .
Define τkpλq as the set of all the Young diagrams obtained from λ by the removal of k boxes,
no more than one from each column. The condition in (1) is the same as requiring that µ is in
exactly one of the τkpλq for some k. In other words,
τpλq “à
kě0
τkpλq.
Let τ¯kpλq be the set of all the µ¯ P Λn` for µ P τkpλq and for 1 ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ik ď n ` 1.
Denote by µ¯pi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ikq P τ¯kpλq the weight obtained by removal of exactly one box from each of
the i1, . . . , ik-th lines of λ in the order given.
For practical purposes the set τ¯kpλq is best described using maps from Λn`1 to Λn`1 and from
Λn`1 to Λn. For pΛ : Λn`1 Ñ Λn the projection
(3) pΛpµ¯1, . . . , µ¯nq “ pµ¯1, . . . , µ¯n´1q
and pi1, . . . , ikq as above we define ξ1i1¨¨¨ik : Λn`1 Ñ Λn`1 and ξi1¨¨¨ik : Λn`1 Ñ Λn by
ξ1ipλ¯q “ pλ¯1, . . . , λ¯i´1 ` 1, λ¯i ´ 1, . . . , λ¯n´1, λ¯nq
ξ1i1¨¨¨ikpλ¯q “ ξ1ik ¨ ¨ ¨ ξ1i1pλ¯q
and ξipλ¯q “ pΛξ1i. We say that ξi is λ-dominant if ξipλ¯q is in Λn` whenever λ¯ is in Λn`1` and that
ξi1¨¨¨ik is λ-dominant if for each j ď k the map ξi1¨¨¨ij is λ-dominant.
We have
µ¯pi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ikq “ ξik ¨ ¨ ¨ ξi1pλ¯q.
Keeping this notation in mind we denote by ξipλq the partition obtained from λ by the removal
of one box from its i-th line with ξi1¨¨¨ikpλq meaning the one obtained by the removal of k boxes,
one for each ir-th line. We see that λ-positivity of ξi1¨¨¨ik is equivalent of the requirement that no
two boxes are removed from the same column of λ. For later use we denote by Dkλ the set of all
λ-dominant ξi1¨¨¨iks and define Dλ “ Ťkě0Dkλ. This way τpλq can be also seen as the set of all
the ξi1¨¨¨ijpλqs with ξi1¨¨¨ij in Dλ.
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2.4. The Gelfand-Tsetlin basis. We can reapply the branching rule (2) recursively until we end
up with a direct sum of one-dimensional spaces corresponding to a final decomposition of each
irreducible of sl2 into one-dimensional Qpqq-vector spaces.
We say a sequence pµpn`1q, . . . , µp1qq of partitions, where µpjq has j parts, is a Gelfand-Tsetlin
pattern for µpn`1q if each consecutive pair pµpjq, µpj´1qq satisfy the condition in (1). Denote by
Spλq the set of all the Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns for λ.
The Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns for λ are the paths followed in the sequence of weight lattices
Λn`1` Ñ Λn` Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Λ1` “ N0
by going from V sln`1λ to each of the one-dimensional spaces occurring at the end. Since the
decomposition (2) is multiplicity free there is a 1:1 correspondence between Spλq and the set of
all these one-dimensional spaces.
Let VSpλq be the Qpqq-linear space spanned by Spλq. We write | s y for a Gelfand-Tsetlin
pattern s seen as an element of VSpλq. It turns out that it is isomorphic to V
sln`1
λ not only as a
vector space but as sln`1-modules.
An important fact is that the sln`1-action on VSpλq can be obtained through a procedure which,
in some sense, is the reverse of the direct sum decomposition (2) using the branching rule. While
the generators tEi, FiuiPt1,...,n´1u preserve the weight spaces V slnµ on the right-hand side of (2),
the generators En and Fn move between the different V slnµ . Let φ be the isomorphism between
V
sln`1
λ and ‘µPτpλqV slnµ in (2). Then the sln-action on ‘µPτpλqV slnµ extends to an sln`1-action if
we define
Env :“ φEnφ´1v and Fnv :“ φFnφ´1v
for v P ‘µPτpλqV slnµ . Clearly φEiφ´1v “ Eiv and φFiφ´1v “ Fiv for all and i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1
and all v P ‘µPτpλqV slnµ . We can continue applying this procedure recursively until we get the
desired one-dimensional spaces and regard the sln`1-action on them as an action on VSpλq. The
basis of VSpλq given by the Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns is called the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for V
sln`1
λ .
This basis was first defined by Gelfand and Tsetlin in [8] for the Lie algebra glpnq. The explicit
form of action of the generators of the Lie algebra glpnq on the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis can be
found for example in [22, 30].
3. KLR ALGEBRAS AND THEIR CYCLOTOMIC QUOTIENTS
In this section we describe the quiver Hecke algebras which were introduced by Khovanov and
Lauda in [15] and independently by Rouquier in [24]. We concentrate on the particular case of
type An. The KLR algebra Rn`1 associated to the quiver An is the algebra generated by k-linear
combinations of isotopy classes of braid-like planar diagrams where each strand is labeled by a
simple root of sln`1. Strands can intersect transversely to form crossings and they can also carry
dots. Multiplication is given by concatenation of diagrams and the collection of such diagrams is
subject to relations (4)-(6) below (for the sake of simplicity we write i instead αi when labeling
a strand). We read diagrams left to right and from bottom to top by convention. Therefore the
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diagram for the product a.b is the diagram obtained by stacking the diagram for a on the top of
the one for b.
(4)
i j
“
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
0 if i “ j,
i j
`
i j
if j “ i˘ 1,
i j
else.
(5)
i j k
´
i j k
“
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
i j k
if i “ k “ j ˘ 1,
0 else.
i j
´
i j
“ δij
i j
“
i j
´
i j
(6)
The algebra Rn`1 is graded with the degrees given by
deg
ˆ
i j
˙
“ ´aij deg
ˆ
i
˙
“ aii.(7)
The following useful relation follows from (6) and will be used in the sequel.
i i
d ´
i i
d
“
ÿ
`1``2“d´1
i i
`1 `2 “
i i
d
´
i i
d
(8)
Let β “
nř
j“1
βiαi and let Rn`1pβq be the subalgebra generated by all diagrams of Rn`1 con-
taining exactly βi strands labeled i. We have
Rn`1 “
ÿ
βPΛn`
Rn`1pβq.
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We also denote by
Rn`1pkαnq “
à
β1PΛn´1`
Rn`1pβ1 ` kαnq
the subalgebra of Rn`1 containing exactly k strands labeled n. With this notation we have
(9) Rn`1 “
à
kě0
Rn`1pkαnq.
For a sequence i “ pi1, . . . , ikq with ij corresponding to the simple root αij we write 1i for the
idempotent formed by k vertical strands with labels in the order given by i, i.e.
1i “ . . .
i1 i2 i3 ik
We write 1˚`˚ for 1i if the sequence of labels i “ j`j1 can be written as a concatenation of
sequences and we are only interested in the ` part. We also write xr,i for the diagram consisting
of a dot on the r-th strand of 1i, i.e.
xr,i “ . . . . . .
i1 ir ik
For β as above we denote by Seqpβq the set of all sequences i of simple roots in which ij
appears exactly βj times. The identity of Rn`1pβq is then given by
1Rn`1pβq “
ÿ
i P Seqpβq
. . .
i1 i2 i3 ik
We have with these conventions that
Rn`1pβq “
à
i,j P Seqpβq
1i Rn`11j.
If e P Rn`1 is an idempotent, then there is a (right) projective module eP “ eRn`1. For e “ 1i
this is the projective spanned by all diagrams whose labels end up in the sequence i. We can
define the left projective Pe in a similar way.
We denote by Rn`1 -mod and Rn`1 -pmod the categories of graded finitely generated right
Rn`1-modules and of graded finitely generated projective right Rn`1-modules respectively. For
idempotents e, e1 we have
HomRn`1 -mod
`
eP, e1P
˘ “ eRn`1e1.
For a graded algebra A we denote by K 10pAq the (split) Grothendieck group of the category of
finitely generated graded projective A-modules and write K0pAq for Qpqq bZrq,q´1s K 10pAq.
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Theorem 3.1 (Khovanov-Lauda [15], Rouquier [24]). The Grothendieck group K0pRn`1q is
isomorphic to the lower half Uq´ psln`1q through the map that takes riP s to Fi.
3.1. Categorical inclusion and projection for KLR algebras. Let Γn and Γn´1 be the Dynkin
diagrams associated to sln`1 and sln respectively and consider the inclusion Γn´1 ãÑ Γn that
adds a vertex at the end of Γn´1 and the corresponding edge, i.e.
. . .
1 2 n´ 2 n´ 1
ãÑ . . .
1 2 n´ 2 n´ 1 n
This induces an inclusion of KLR algebras
ı : Rn ãÑ Rn`1, x ÞÑ x
which coincides with the obvious map coming from the decomposition
(10) Rn`1 “
à
kě0
Rn`1pkαnq – Rn `
à
kě1
Rn`1pkαnq.
The induction and restriction functors induced by ı
Indı : Rn -mod Ñ Rn`1 -mod Resı : Rn`1 -mod Ñ Rn -mod
are biadjoint, take projectives to projectives and descend to the natural inclusion and projection
maps between the Grothendieck groups.
To see this we note that the dual construction takes the projection ρ : Rn`1 Ñ Rn in the
decomposition (10) to form the functors of restriction of scalars and its left and right adjoints
the extension of scalars and coextension of scalars by ρ respectively. Recall that ρ endows Rn
with a structure of pRn`1, Rnq-bimodule, where the structure of left Rn`1-module is given by
r.b “ ρprqb for b P Rn, r P Rn`1. The same procedure can be used to give Rn a structure of
pRn, Rn`1q-bimodule. We use the notation n`1pRnqn and npRnqn`1 forRn seen as a pRn`1, Rnq-
bimodule and pRn, Rn`1q-bimodule respectively. Then we have the functors
Resρ : Rn -mod Ñ Rn`1 -mod,
Extρ,CoExtρ : Rn`1 -mod Ñ Rn -mod
with
ExtρpMq “M
â
Rn`1
n`1pRnqn, CoExtρpMq “ HomRn`1 -mod
`
npRnqn`1,M
˘
for a right Rn`1-module M . It follows that the functors Extρ and CoExtρ coincide and we also
have isomorphisms of functors Extρ – Resı and Resρ – Indı.
3.2. Factoring idempotents. In this section we give some properties of Rn`1 -pmod that will
be used in the sequel. For ν “
n´1ř
j“1
νiαi P Λn` and for an ordered sequence i1, . . . , ik we define
(11) νpiq “
ÿ
jăi
νjαj `
ÿ
jěi
pνj ´ 1qαj,
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and νpi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ikq as the result of iteration of (11) from i “ ik to i “ i1.
For each i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu let pi be the idempotent 1i,i`1,...,n P Rn`1 and for 1j P Rn`1pνpiqq let
e1ppi, jq P Rn`1pν ` αnq be the idempotent obtained by horizontal composition of the diagram
for pi at the left of the one for 1j , i.e.
e1ppi, jq “ . . . . . .
i i` 1 n j1 jm
This generalizes easily to Rn`1pkαnq. In this case we denote by pi1¨¨¨ik P Rn`1pkαnq the idem-
potent obtained by horizontal concatenation pi1pi2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pik “ 1i1,i1`1,...,n,i2...,n,...,ik,...,n. The idem-
potent e˜1ppi1¨¨¨ik , jq P Rn`1pν ` kαnq for 1j P Rn`1pνpi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ikqq is defined as the horizontal
concatenation placing the diagram of pi1¨¨¨ik at the left of the one for 1j , i.e.
e˜1ppi1¨¨¨ik , jq “ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i1 n i2 n ik n j1 j`
In the case 1 ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ik ď n` 1 we write e1ppi1¨¨¨ik , jq instead of e˜1ppi1¨¨¨ik , jq.
We introduce now the notion of factoring a diagram through a family of idempotents ei.
Definition 3.2. We say that Y P Rn`1pν`αnq factors through the family of idempotents tejujPJ
if it can be written as a sum
ř
jPJ cjXj with all cj P k nonzero and where each Xj is in
Rn`1pν ` αnqejRn`1pν ` αnq
with j minimal.
Proposition 3.3. For each j P Seqpν ` αnq there is an index set J such that 1j P Rn`1pν ` αnq
factors through the family te1ppj, jqujPJ .
Proof. The idempotent 1j consists of |j| parallel vertical strands labeled j1, . . . , j|j| in that order
from left to right. We give an algorithm to obtain the factorization as claimed.
Step 1: Take the single strand labeled n and start pushing it to the left by application of the move
in (4) until we find a strand labeled n´ 1, i.e.
1j “ . . . . . . . . .
jr´2 n´ 1 jr jr1 n
ÞÝÑ . . . . . . . . .
jr´2 n´ 1 jr jr1 n
Step 2: Pass to the strand labeled n´ 1. There are three cases to consider: We can have
piq jr´2 “ n´ 1,
piiq jr´2 “ n´ 2, or
piiiq jr´2 ‰ n´ 2, n´ 1.
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We start with case piq.
piq If jr´2 “ n´ 1, we use the identity
(12)
n´ 1 n´ 1 n
“
n´ 1 n´ 1 n
´
n´ 1 n´ 1 n
which follows easily from (4) and (6). We see that 1¨¨¨n´1,n´1,n¨¨¨ factors through 1¨¨¨n´1,n,n´1¨¨¨.
This reduces the number of strands on the left of the strand labeled n. We then apply Step 1 to
the block formed by strand labeled n and the one labeled n´ 1 immediately on its left.
piiq If jr´2 “ n´ 2 we apply Step 1 to the block formed by the strands labeled n´ 2, n´ 1, n.
We can proceed until we find a strand labeled n´ 3, n´ 2 or n´ 1.
(1) If we find a strand labeled n ´ 3, we repeat Step 1 to the block formed by the strands
labeled n´ 3, n´ 2, n´ 1 and n.
(2) If we find a strand labeled n´ 2, we are in the situation of piq with n replaced by n´ 1.
(3) If we find a strand labeled n ´ 1, we use (5) to obtain that 1¨¨¨n´1,n´2,n´1,n¨¨¨ factors
through 1¨¨¨n´1,n´1,n´2,n¨¨¨ and through 1¨¨¨n´2,n´1,n´1,n¨¨¨. In the first case we can apply (4)
to obtain that 1¨¨¨n´1,n´1,n´2,n¨¨¨ factors through 1¨¨¨n´1,n´1,n¨¨¨ which is the case piq. In the
second one we apply piq to the strands labeled n´ 1, n´ 1, n. Either way we reduce the
number of strands on the left of the one labeled n.
piiiq If jr´2 ‰ n ´ 2, n ´ 1, we apply Step 1 to the block formed by the strands labeled n ´ 1,
n until we find a strand labeled n ´ 2 or n ´ 1. We then proceed as in piiq. We then proceed
recursively, i.e. each time we get a diagram factoring through 1¨¨¨s,s`1,¨¨¨ ,n´1,n¨¨¨ we apply Step
1 to the entire block formed by the strands labeled s to n until we find a strand labeled j for
s´ 1 ď j ď n´ 1. We then apply the move in (4) to pull this strand to the left of the one labeled
j ´ 1 obtaining the configuration below.
y “ . . . . . . . . . . . .
j s j ´ 2 j ´ 1 j n
Using (5) in the region factoring through 1¨¨¨j,j´1,j¨¨¨ one obtains that y factors through the idem-
potent 1¨¨¨j,j,j´1,j`1¨¨¨ and through 1¨¨¨j´1,j,j,j`1¨¨¨. Using (4) on the first term we can slide the
strand labeled j ´ 1 to the right of the one labeled n and then apply the procedure described
above in piq to 1¨¨¨j,j,j`1¨¨¨. To the second term we apply the procedure of piq to 1¨¨¨j,j,j`1¨¨¨. Again,
in either case we obtain a linear combination of terms each having less strands on the left of the
one labeled n. The procedure ends when we obtain a linear combination of diagrams, each one
factoring through and idempotent of the form e1ppi, iq as claimed. 
We now consider the case of k ą 1.
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Lemma 3.4. Suppose k “ 2. Then e˜1ppi1i2 , iq factors through a family te1pjij2, jqujPJ for some
indexing set J .
Proof. Suppose we have
e˜1ppji, iq “ . . . . . . . . . . . .
j j ` 1 n i j ´ 1 j j ` 1 n
Using (4) we slide the first strand labeled n from the left to the right until it encounters a strand
labeled n´ 1 to obtain a factorization through 1j¨¨¨n´1,i¨¨¨n´2,n,n´1,n,˚:
(13) . . . . . . . . . . . .
j j ` 1 n´ 1 n i j ´ 1 j j ` 1 n´ 2 n´ 1 n
We now use (5) in the pnq ´ pn´ 1q ´ pnq part on the right of the diagram to obtain
. . . . . . . . .
j n´ 1 n i j n´ 2 n´ 1 n
´ . . . . . . . . .
j n´ 1 n i j n´ 2 n´ 1 n
The first term factors through the idempotent 1j¨¨¨n´1,i¨¨¨j,n´2,n,n,n´1˚ and the second through
1j¨¨¨n´1,i¨¨¨j,n´2,n´1,n,n˚. For the first term it is easy to see that we can do the same as in (13) to
slide the entire block formed by the strands labeled 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ j, n ´ 2 to the right of the two strands
labeled n to obtain a factorization through 1j¨¨¨n´1,n,n,i¨¨¨j,n´2,n´1˚ which is of the form e1ppjn, jq
for some j as wanted. For the second term we slide the first strand labeled n´ 1 from the left to
the right until it hits the strand labeled n´ 2:
. . . . . . . . . . . .
j j ` 1 n´ 2 n´ 1 i j ´ 1 j j ` 1 n´ 3 n´ 2n´ 1 n n
Applying (5) to the part containing pn´ 1q ´ pn´ 2q ´ pn´ 1q we see that it factors through
(14) 1j¨¨¨n´2,i¨¨¨n´3,n´1,n´1,n´2,n,n˚ and 1j¨¨¨n´2,i¨¨¨n´3,n´2,n´1,n´1,n,n˚.
Using (4) we can put the first term in the form
. . . . . . . . .
j n´ 2 i n´ 3 n´ 1n´ 1n´ 2 n n
We see that it factors through 1j¨¨¨n´2,n´1,n´1,n,n˚ which in turn factors (twice) through an idem-
potent of the form e1ppj,n´1, j1q as wanted (this uses the identity (12)).
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For the second term in (14) we start by sliding the first strand labeled n ´ 2 from the left and
repeat the procedure. After having slid all the strands from the left of the first one labeled i to
the right we end up with a factorization through the family te1ppj,n´r, rqurPt0,...,n´ju and through
a term of the form
(15) 1i¨¨¨j´1,j,j,j`1,j`1,...,n´1,n´1,n,n˚.
Notice that after the first strand labeled j ´ 1 all the strands are labeled in pairs each two strands
with the same label appearing consecutively. Applying the identity (12) to the part labeled pjq ´
pjq ´ pj ` 1q we get a factorization through 1i¨¨¨j´1,j,j`1,j,j`1,...,n´1,n´1,n,n˚.
Doing the same to the part containing pj`1q´pj`2q´pj`2q we get a factorization through
1i¨¨¨j´1,j,j`1,j,j`2,j`1,j`2,...,n´1,n´1,n,n˚ which factors through
1i¨¨¨j´1,j,j`1,j`2,j,j`1,j`2,...,n´1,n´1,n,n˚
(this uses (4) between the two consecutive strands labeled j and j ` 2). It is clear that we will
end up with a factorization through e1ppij, `q for some `.
This way we see that e˜1ppi1i2 , iq factors through the family te1ppj,n´s, squsPt0,¨¨¨ ,n´juYte1ppij, `qu
for some idempotents t1rur“0,¨¨¨ ,n´j and 1`. 
Proposition 3.5. For each j P Seqpν`kαnq there is an index set I such that 1j P Rn`1pν`kαnq
factors through a family te1ppi1¨¨¨ik , iqui1¨¨¨ik,iPI .
Proof. We use a combination of Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. By application of the method
described in the proof of Proposition 3.3 to the leftmost strand of 1j labeled n we factorize it
through some family the idempotents te1ppa1 , aqu where each 1a is in Rnpνpa1q ` pk ´ 1qαnq.
Repeating the procedure for the newly created 1r we get that 1j factors through te˜1ppb1b2 , bqu
for 1b inRnpνpb1b2q`pk´2qαnq. But each of the e˜1ppb1b2 , bq factors through a family te1ppc1c2 , cqu
from Lemma 3.4 and therefore 1j factors through a family te1ppd1d2 , dqu.
Then pass to the third leftmost strand labeled n. From Proposition 3.3 each of the e1ppd1d2 , dq
factors through a family te˜1ppd1d2f3 , fqu with d1 ď d2 as before and 1f P Rpνpd1d2f3q ` pk ´
3qαnq. For each of these terms we apply Lemma 3.4 again: if d2 ď f3 do nothing otherwise
factorize e˜1ppd1d2f3 , fq through te˜1ppd1g2g3 , gqu where g2 ď g3. If d1 ď g2 do nothing otherwise
apply Lemma 3.4 to the pd1pg2 part to obtain a factorization through te1pph1h2 , hqu with h1 ď h2.
This procedure slides strands to the space between the second and third strands labeled n and
therefore we need to apply Proposition 3.3 to the third strand labeled k again and repeat the
procedure described above.
Notice that applying Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 amounts of “sliding” locally some strands
to the right of a strand labeled n. This means that each time we apply each of these proce-
dures to a strand labeled n we decrease the number of strands on its left. We see that the
process terminates with the factorization of 1j through a family te1ppm1m2m3 ,mqu with each
1m P Rn`1pνpm1m2m3q ´ pk ´ 3qαnq.
We now repeat the whole procedure to the fourth strand labeled n. Finiteness of the number of
strands on its left implies that application of Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 as above allows fac-
toring 1j through te1ppn1n2n3n4 , nqu. Proceeding recursively with the remaining strands labeled
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n we get that 1j factors through a family te1pp`1`2`3¨¨¨`k , `qu`PL with each 1` in Rn`2pνp`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `kqq
as claimed. 
3.3. Cyclotomic KLR-algebras. Fix a partition λ with n` 1 parts for the rest of the paper and
let Iλ the two-sided ideal generated by xλ¯i11,i for all sequences i.
Definition 3.6. . The cyclotomic KLR algebra Rλn`1 is the quotient of Rn`1 by the two-sided
ideal Iλ.
Differently from the standard convention in the literature we label cyclotomic KLR algebras by
partitions instead of integral dominant weights. This convention will be useful later. In terms of
diagrams we are taking the quotient ofRn`1 by the two-sided ideal generated by all the diagrams
of the form
λ . . .λ¯j1
j1 j2 j3 jk
where the leftmost strand has λ¯j1 dots on it. We always label the leftmost region of a diagram
with a partition λ to indicate it is in Rλn`1. The following was proved in [29].
Lemma 3.7. The cyclotomic KLR algebra Rλ¯n`1 is Frobenius.
Projective modules over Rλn`1 are defined the same way as for Rn`1, we write eP λ for eRλn`1.
We denote by Rλn`1 -mod and by Rλn`1 -pmod the categories of finitely generated graded Rλn`1-
modules and finitely generated graded projective Rλn`1-modules respectively. The module cate-
gory structure in Rλn`1 -mod was studied in [14, 29]. Here we only describe the necessary to
proceed through this paper. Let ıi : Rλn`1pνq Ñ Rλn`1pν ` αiq be the map obtained by adding
a vertical strand labeled i on the right of a diagram from Rλn`1. The categorical sln`1-action on
Rλn`1 is obtained by the pair of biadjoint exact functors defined by
F λi “ : Rλn`1pνq -mod IndiÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rλn`1pν ` αiq -mod
Eλi “ : Rλn`1pν ` αiq -mod Resitα
_
i pλ´νq´1uÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rλn`1pνq -mod
(16)
The Khovanov-Lauda cyclotomic conjecture [15] was proved by Brundan and Kleshchev [3]
based on Ariki’s categorification theorem [1], i.e.
Theorem 3.8. There is an isomorphism of sln`1-representations
K0
`
Rλn`1
˘ – V sln`1λ .
This isomorphism sends the isomorphism class of an indecomposable j1¨¨¨jrP λ to the weight
vector Fjr ¨ ¨ ¨Fi1vλ.
In Subsection 5.4 we give an alternative, elementary proof using the categorical branching
rule. Theorem 3.8 was subsequently extended to affine type A by Brundan and Kleshchev [4]
and to all types by Kang and Kashiwara [14] and independently by Webster [29]. Webster also
proved that
gdim HomRλn`1 -modpP, P 1q “ xrP s, rP 1sy,
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where x , y is the q-Shapovalov form.
All the results in Subsection 3.2 descend to the cyclotomic setting. In particular they allow
a presentation of the category Rλn`1pν ` kαnq -pmod in terms of the collection of projectives
te1ppi1¨¨¨ik ,iqP λu that turns out to be useful later.
4. CATEGORICAL BRANCHING RULES
4.1. Categorical branching rules. We have a direct sum decomposition of algebras
Rλn`1 –
à
kě0
Rλn`1pkαnq,
where Rλn`1pkαnq Ď Rλn`1 is the subalgebra generated by the diagrams in Rλn`1 containing
exactly k strands labeled n. We also have
Rλn`1 -mod –
à
kě0
Rλn`1pkαnq -mod .
Clearly Rλn`1p0q – RpΛpλqn where pΛpλq : Λn`1` Ñ Λn` is the projection given in (3). We want to
identify each block of Rλn`1 -mod with the categorification of the sln-representations in (2) in the
sense that Rλn`1pkαnq -mod will give the sln irreducibles obtained by removing exactly k boxes
from the Young diagram for V λsln`1 .
We start by defining a special class of idempotents in Rλn`1.
Definition 4.1. The idempotent e1ppi1¨¨¨ik , jq P Rλn`1pν` kαnq is said to be a special idempotent,
denoted by eppi1¨¨¨ik , jq, if ξi1¨¨¨ik is λ-dominant.
The property of λ-dominancy of ξi1¨¨¨ik implies that νpi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ikq is in Λn`.
In the following we give the maps between some cyclotomic KLR algebras that are necessary
to obtain the categorical branching rule.
Lemma 4.2. For each k ě 0 there is a surjection of algebras
Rλn`1pkαnq pikÝÝÑ
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDkλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n .
Proof. We first prove that for each ξi1¨¨¨ik : Λ
n`1` Ñ Λn` we have a surjection of algebras
Rλn`1pkαnq
pii1¨¨¨ikÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn .
In order to prove this it is enough to show that for each ξi1¨¨¨ik as above the subalgebra
Ai1¨¨¨ik :“
à
r,sPSeqtα1,...,αnu
eppi1¨¨¨ik , rq
`
Rλn`1pkαn´1q
˘
eppi1¨¨¨ik , sq
projects onto R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n . Let rAi1¨¨¨ik Ă Ai1¨¨¨ik be the subalgebra generated by all diagrams having
a representative given by diagrams consisting of k blocks of vertical strands on the left, where
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the n´ ir ` 1 strands which belong to the r-th block from the left are labeled ir, ir ` 1, . . . , n in
that order as illustrated below,
Rλn`1p0.αnq. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .. . . . . .λ
i1 n i2 n ik n
Let rAKi1¨¨¨ik be its complement vector space. Let also rAλi1¨¨¨ik be the quotient of rAi1¨¨¨ik by the two
sided ideal generated by all diagrams of the form
. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .λ
i1 n i2 n ik n j1 j`
ζj1
where ζ “ ξi1¨¨¨ikpλ¯q. The algebras rAλi1¨¨¨ik and Rξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn are isomorphic through the map that
adds
řk
r1
pn´ ir ` 1q vertical strands, labeled with the order determined from pi1¨¨¨ik , on the left
of a diagram from R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n .
We start with the case k “ 1 and use it to prove the general case by recursion. For this purpose
we compute
Xipj, rjq “ . . . . . .
λ
rj
i i` 1 n j
We have several cases to consider, j ă i´ 1, j “ i´ 1, j “ i and i ă j ă n.
For j ă i´ 1 we have
Xipj, rjq “ . . . . . .λ rj
i i` 1 n j
which follow easily from relations (4) and (6).
For j “ i´ 1 we have
Xipi´ 1, ri´1q “ . . . . . .
λ
ri´1
i i` 1 n i´ 1
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“ . . . . . .λ
ri´1
i i` 1 n i´ 1
` . . . . . .λ
ri´1
i i` 1 n i´ 1
where we used relation (4). Sliding the newly created dot close to the original ri´1 dots on the
first term and applying relation (4) to both terms we get
(17) Xipi´ 1, ri´1q “ . . . . . .
λ
r i
´1
`
1
i i` 1 n i´ 1
` . . . . . .λ r i
´1
i i` 1 n i´ 1
which consists of a term in rAi and a term in rAKi .
For j “ i we compute
Xipi, riq “ . . . . . .
λ
ri
i i` 1 n i
“
ÿ
`1``2“ri´1
. . . . . .λ
i i` 1 n i
`1
`2
where we used relation (8) followed by (4). Using (8) to slide the `2 dots to to upper part of the
first strand from the left gives
Xipi, riq “
ÿ
`1``2“ri´1
¨˚
˚˝˚ . . . . . .λ
i i` 1 n i
`1
`2
`
ÿ
κ1`κ2“`2´1
. . . . . .λ
`1 ` κ1
κ2
i i` 1 n i
‹˛‹‹‚
For λ¯i “ 1, 0 we have Xipi, riq “ 0 for all ri ě 0 and so it is enough to consider the case ri ą 1
here. For ri ą 1 the first term is in rAKi and the second term is in rAKi unless `1 “ κ1 “ 0. This
results in
Xipi, riq “ . . . . . .λ r i
´
2
i i` 1 n i
` terms in rAKi
(17)“ . . . . . .λ r i
´
1
i i` 1 n i
` terms in rAKi
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Finally for i ă j ă n we have
Xipj, rjq “ . . . . . .
λ
rj
i i` 1 n j
“ . . . . . . . . .λ
rj
i j ´ 1 j n j
“ . . . . . . . . .λ
rj
i j ´ 1 j n j
` . . . . . . . . .λ r
j
`
1
i j ´ 1 j n j
The first term is in rAKi . For the second we use the result of the case of i “ j done above to obtain
Xipj, rjq “ . . . . . .λ rj
i i` 1 n j
` terms in rAKi
Taking ri “ λ¯i we see that Xipj, λ¯jq consists of a sum of a term in Rξipλqn with terms in rAKi
which shows that Rλn`1pαnq projects onto Rξipλqn . We call this projection pii. The kernel of pii is
the two-sided ideal generated by the elements in rAKi involved above. Proceeding recursively one
gets that pii1¨¨¨ik is a surjection of algebras. The lemma now follows from the observation that
Rλn`1pkαnq projects canonically onto
À
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDkλ
Ai1¨¨¨ik . 
Summing over k in Lemma 4.2 we get the following.
Corollary 4.3. We have a surjection of algebras
Rλn`1
piλÝÝÝÑ à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n . 
Fix a k ě 1 and let
Πλk :“ extλk : Rλn`1pkαnq -mod Ñ
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDkλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod,
M ÞÑM bRλn`1pkαnq
´
‘ξi1¨¨¨ikR
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n
¯
and resλk :
`‘ξi1¨¨¨ikRξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn ˘ -mod Ñ Rλn`1pkαnq -mod be respectively the functors of exten-
sion of scalars and restriction of scalars by the map pik from Lemma 4.2.
Using the surjections pii1¨¨¨ik : Rλn`1pkαnq Ñ Rξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn for each ξi1¨¨¨ik , that are inherited from
the map pik from Lemma 4.2, we call
Πλi1¨¨¨ik : R
λ
n`1pkαnq -mod Ñ Rξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn -mod
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and
resλi1¨¨¨ik : R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod Ñ Rλn`1pkαnq -mod
the components of Πλk and res
λ
k . Since they are constructed from extension functors the functors
Πλi1¨¨¨ik take projectives to projectives (contrary to res
λ
k as we will see later).
Lemma 4.4. The functor Πλk is full and essentially surjective.
Proof. Fullness of Πλk is a consequence of the surjectivity of pik and the definition of Π
λ
k . To
prove it is essentially surjective we note that this is true on projectives since every projective iP
in R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -pmod can be obtained as Πλi1¨¨¨ikpeppi1¨¨¨ik ,iqP q for eppi1¨¨¨ik ,iqP in Rλn`1pkαnq -pmod.
The claim now follows from the fact that every object in these categories have a presentation by
projectives. 
Lemma 4.5. Each functor Πλi1¨¨¨ik intertwines the categorical sln-action.
Proof. It is clear that the projection map pii1¨¨¨ik : Rλn`1pkαnq Ñ Rξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn commutes with the
map φj : Rλn`1pkαnq Ñ Rλn`1pkαnq that adds a vertical strand labeled j P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u on the
right of a diagram from Rλn`1pkαnq. This induces a natural isomorphism of functors
Πi1¨¨¨ikF
λ
j
–ÝÝÝÑ F ξi1¨¨¨ik pλqj Πi1¨¨¨ik .
Now consider Eλj and E
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
j . Recall that for a projective iP in R
λ
n`1pkαnq with i P Seqpβq
the projective Eλj piP q has a basis given by all diagrams starting in a sequence i1j P Seqpβq for
fixed j and ending up in the sequence i and that Πi1¨¨¨ikpiP q has an analogous description. The
isomorphism between Πi1¨¨¨ikEλj and E
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
j Πi1¨¨¨ik now follows from comparison between the
vector spaces Πi1¨¨¨ikEλj piP q and Eξi1¨¨¨ik pλqj Πi1¨¨¨ikpiP q. 
Using the lemmas above we have the following.
Proposition 4.6. Each functor Πλi1¨¨¨ik descends to a surjection
K0pΠλi1¨¨¨ikq : K0pRλn`1pkαnqq Ñ K0pR
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n q
of sln-representations.
Finally define the functor
(18) Πλ :“à
kě0
Πλk : R
λ
n`1 -mod Ñ
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod .
Functor Πλ is full, essentially surjective and intertwines the sln-action by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5.
Combining Proposition 4.6 with Theorem 3.8 we have the main result of this section, which
follows easily by counting dimensions.
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Theorem 4.7. Functor Πλ descends to an isomorphism of sln-representations
K0pΠλq : V sln`1λ – K0pRλn`1q –ÝÝÝÑ K0
ˆ à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n
˙
– à
µPτpλq
V slnµ .
Corollary 4.8. The functor Πλ is injective on objects.
Proof. It suffices to prove injectivity on projectives. Suppose Πλ is injective on projectives and
there is an non-projective object L in Rλn`1 -mod with ΠλpLq “ 0. Since L has a presentation
by a projective-injective P in Rλn`1 -mod, there is another object K in Rλn`1 -mod such that
the (inclusion-projection) sequence L Ñ P Ñ K is exact. In particular K is not projective
otherwise the sequence would split and P would be the direct sum of a projective with a non-
projective. Since the functor Πλ is right-exact and take projectives to projectives we would
get an isomorphism ΠλpKq – ΠλpP q forcing K to be projective by Lemma 4.4 which is a
contradiction.
From the results of Subsection 3.2 translated into the cyclotomic setting we see that it is enough
to prove that Πλ is injective on the collection of objects which can be expressed as direct sums
of projectives over Rλn`1 of the form e1ppi1¨¨¨ik qP . We proceed by induction on the reverse order of
the lexicographic order on the pi1¨¨¨iks (this is induced by the lexicographic order on the k-tuplespi1, . . . , ikq P Zką0). The base case pi1, . . . , ikq “ pn, . . . , nq is clear, so we proceed to the general
case. The fact that Πλe1ppi1¨¨¨ik qP “ 0 implies that
HomRλn`1 -modpe1ppi1¨¨¨ik qP, eppj1¨¨¨jk ,jqP q “ 0
for all pj1¨¨¨jk greater that pi1¨¨¨ik in the lexicographic order. By the induction hypothesis this
implies that
(19) HomRλn`1 -modpe1ppi1¨¨¨ik qP, e1ppm1¨¨¨mk ,mqP q “ 0
for all pm1¨¨¨mk greater that pi1¨¨¨ik in the lexicographic order, since all but the special projectives
in te1ppm1¨¨¨mk ,mqP upm1¨¨¨mkąpi1¨¨¨ik are zero. Since every object in Rλn`1 is isomorphic to a direct
summand in
À
i1¨¨¨ik,i P
λtsi1¨¨¨ik,iumi1¨¨¨ik,i , this implies that
EndRλn`1 -modpe1ppi1¨¨¨ik qP q “ e1ppi1¨¨¨ikqRλn`1e1ppi1¨¨¨ikq
is one-dimensional, for any diagram other than the one consisting only of vertical strands without
dots factors through elements in a sum of spaces of the form (19), as explained in Subsection 3.2.
In particular this implies that e1ppi1¨¨¨ik qP is indecomposable which contradicts Theorem 4.7 for
otherwise K0pΠλqpe1ppi1¨¨¨ik qP q would be nonzero since K0pe1ppi1¨¨¨ik qP q is non-zero and K0pΠλq
is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.8 altogether imply that the category
À
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod con-
tains all the objects of Rλn`1 -mod.
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4.2. Categorical projection. Contrary to Πλk the functor resλk does not have such a nice behavior
on projectives. It takes a projective jP in R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -pmod to the Rλn`1pkαnq-module i1¨¨¨ik;jL
which is a quotient of the projective pi1¨¨¨ik ,jP “ i1,¨¨¨ ,n,i2,¨¨¨ ,n,¨¨¨ ,ik,¨¨¨ ,n,jP over Rλn`1pkαnq. To
make this more precise notice that pi1¨¨¨ik defines k ` 1 groups of strands in pi1¨¨¨ik ,jP , where
two strands correspond to the same group if they belong to the same pij for some ij or if they
belong to 1j . We say the first type of group is special. Let i1¨¨¨ik;jN Ă pi1¨¨¨ik ,jP be the submodule
spanned by all diagrams containing either a dot on any of the strands belonging to a special group
or a crossing between any pair of strands belonging to the same special group. Then we have
i1¨¨¨ik;jL “ pi1¨¨¨ik ,jP {i1¨¨¨ik;jN .
It is clear that the module i1¨¨¨ik;jL has a presentation by the span of the subset of the set of all
diagrams from pi1¨¨¨ik ,jP whose strands which do not belong to a special group satisfy the usual
KLR relations and where a strand belonging to a special group cannot intersect another strand
belonging to the same special group nor carry any dots. We can also regard a diagram in i1¨¨¨ik;jL
as the overlap of a diagram from jP and a diagram consisting of
řk
s“1pn ´ is ` 1q strands that
do not carry dots and end up at the left of all strands from jP with labels determined by pi1¨¨¨ik .
Moreover, strands belonging to the same special group run parallel to each other but they can
intersect strands belonging to any other group, as in the example with pi1i2 shown below.
jP
λ
. . . . . .. . .
. . . . . .
i1 n i2 i2`1 n j1 jm
We have that Πλ`1,...,`rpi1¨¨¨ik;jLq is isomorphic to jP if p`1, . . . , `rq “ pi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ikq and is zero
otherwise. We also note that the functor
À
ξi1,...,ikPDλ Π
λ
i1,...,ik
resλi1,...,ik is isomorphic to the iden-
tity functor of
À
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod. We can think of the set of the composite functors
tΠλi1,...,ik resλi1,...,ikuξi1,...,ikPDλ as a categorical version of a complete system of orthogonal idem-
potents. This is another way of seeing that Rλn`1 -mod contains
À
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod.
The collection of diagrams described above can be given the structure of associative k-algebra
if we do not force the labels on the top to be ordered according to eppi1¨¨¨ik , jq (of course the la-
bels of the strands from the special groups have to end up in the order determined by pi1¨¨¨ik)
and impose the relations inherited from the KLR relations (4)-(6). Denote this algebra byrRλn`1pkαn; pi1¨¨¨ik , jq and define
Definition 4.9. rRλn`1pkαn; pi1¨¨¨ikq “Àj rRλn`1pkαn; pi1¨¨¨ik , jq.
Each element of rRλn`1pkαn; pi1¨¨¨ikq can be thought of as an overlap of two diagrams, one from
Rλn`1pνpi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ikqq for some ν P Λn`1` (see Subsection 3.2 for the definition of νpi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1kq) and
another one from the k-algebra generated by KLR-diagrams consisting of
řk
s“1pn ´ is ` 1q
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strands belonging to special groups and satisfying the conditions above. At any intersection with
any horizontal line that do not pass through crossings or dots the labels of the strands from each
group are ordered in the order determined by the pij they belong to.
Definition 4.10. We define the algebras rRλn`1pkαnq and rRλn`1 byrRλn`1pkαnq “ à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDkλ
rRλn`1pkαn; pi1¨¨¨ikq
and rRλn`1 “à
kě0
rRλn`1pkαnq.
We now describe rRλn`1pkαnq more intrinsically. The kernel K of the action of Rλn`1pνq on
i1¨¨¨ik;jL contains all diagrams in rRλn`1pkαnq that have either a dot on a strand belonging to a
special group or a crossing between strands belonging to the same special group. It is not hard
to see that this collection of diagrams exhaust K. Let Ji1¨¨¨ik;j Ă Rλn`1pkαnq be the two-sided
ideal generated by K and define the ideal Ji1¨¨¨ik “
ř
j Ji1¨¨¨ik;j where j runs over all sequences
of simple roots in Λn`. All the above adds up to the following.
Lemma 4.11. We have an isomorphism of algebrasrRλn`1pkαn; pi1¨¨¨ikq – Rλn`1pkαnq{Ji1¨¨¨ik . 
Moreover, we also have the following.
Lemma 4.12. The module i1¨¨¨ik;jL is projective as a module over rRλn`1pkαnq.
Proof. We have that the element eppi1¨¨¨ik , jq is an idempotent in rRλn`1pkαnq and the module
i1¨¨¨ik;jL “ eppi1¨¨¨ik , jq rRλn`1pkαnq. 
Functor resλk can be regarded as a functor from
À
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλk R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod to rRλn`1pkαnq -mod
the latter category seen as the quotient of Rλn`1pkαnq -mod by
ř
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλk Ji1¨¨¨ik . This functor
takes projectives to projectives. With this in mind we see that the quotient functor
(20) Qk : Rλn`1pkαnq -mod Ñ rRλn`1pkαnq -mod
is isomorphic to the functor resλk Π
λ
k . Moreover, the functor Π
λ descends to a functorrΠλ : rRλn`1 -mod Ñ à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod
which is full and essentially surjective by Lemma 4.4. It is also faithful by the definition of
the projections pik . The categories rRλn`1 -mod and Àξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ Rξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn -mod are therefore
equivalent. Denote by rΠλk : rRλn`1pkαnq -mod Ñ à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλk
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod
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and
Ăresλk : à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλk
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod Ñ rRλn`1pkαnq -mod
the functors induced by Πλk and res
λ
k from Subsection 4.1. It is not hard to see that the com-
posite functors Ăresλk rΠλk and rΠλkĂresλk are isomorphic to the identity functors on rRλn`1 -mod andÀ
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod.
5. CATEGORIFYING THE GELFAND-TSETLIN BASIS
5.1. Recovering the categorical sln`1-action. The crucial step in constructing a categorical
sln`1-action on the categorified Gelfand-Tsetlin basis consists in recovering the categorical sln`1-
action on ΠλpRλn`1 -modq from its categorical action onRλn`1 -mod. This amounts to understand
the interplay between the functors Eλn , F
λ
n , Π
λ and resλk . For a module M in R
λ
n`1 -mod we want
to see how the functors Eλn , F
λ
n allow to move between the components Πi1¨¨¨ikpMq of the differ-
ent categories R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod.
Contrary to the case of Πλi1¨¨¨ik the functors res
λ
i1¨¨¨ik do not intertwine the categorical sln-action.
Nevertheless we can define functors
E
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j , F
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j : R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod Ñ Rξj1¨¨¨jr pλqn -mod
for j “ 1, . . . , n´ 1 by
E
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j “ Πλj1¨¨¨jrEλj resλξi1¨¨¨ik
and
F
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j “ Πλj1¨¨¨jrF λj resλξi1¨¨¨ik
We start as on the non-categorified picture. We have the following.
Lemma 5.1. For j P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u the functors Eξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j and F
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j are zero unless
pi1, . . . , ikq “ pj1, . . . , jrq. In this case they coincide with the functors Eξi1¨¨¨ik pλqj and F ξi1¨¨¨ik pλqj
inherit from the structure of categorical sln`1-module on Rλn`1 -mod.
Proof. From Lemma 4.5 we have for j P t1, . . . , n´ 1u,
E
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j “ Πλj1¨¨¨jrEλj resλξi1¨¨¨ik – E
ξji¨¨¨jr pλq
j Π
λ
j1¨¨¨jr res
λ
ξi1¨¨¨ik
.
The claim follows from the fact that the functor Πλj1¨¨¨jr res
λ
ξi1¨¨¨ik
is the identity functor acting on
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n , if the sequences pi1, . . . , ikq and pj1, . . . , jrq are equal, or the zero functor, if they are
different. The same reasoning proves the case of E
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j . 
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Definition 5.2. For i P t1, . . . , n´ 1u we define the functors
F ξj :“
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
F
ξ
i1¨¨¨ik
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j and E
ξ
j :“
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
E
ξ
i1¨¨¨ik
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
j
with the obvious source and target categories.
Let us now treat the case of the functors F λn and E
λ
n . Each object i1¨¨¨ik,jL in rRλn`1 -pmod is
also an object in Rλn`1 -mod which is not projective in general. It is not hard to see that the
projective cover of i1¨¨¨ik,jL in Rλn`1 -mod is eppi1¨¨¨ik ,jqP . The Lemmas 3.7 and 4.4 together with
Corollary 4.8 imply that every object in Rλn`1 -pmod arises in this way. For an endofunctor
G acting on Rλn`1 -pmod we define a functor rG on rRλn`1 -pmod as follows. For an object M
in rRλn`1 -pmod we define rGpMq as QGpP pMqq. Here P pMq is the projective cover of M in
Rλn`1 -mod and Q “ ‘kě0Qk is the quotient functor from Equation (20). The action of rG on a
morphism f in Hom rRλn`1 -pmodpM,M 1q is defined in an analogous way. This operations are well
defined, because the composite QG1P pQGP pMqq is isomorphic to QG1GP pMqq “ ĄG1GpMq
for each endofunctor G1 on Rλn`1 -pmod. For morphisms f , f 1 we observe that P pQGP pfqq
equals GP pfq yielding rGpf 1fq “ rGpf 1q rGpfq.
Lemma 5.3. The pair of (biadjoint) endofunctors t rF λn , rEλnu take projectives to projectives and
define a categorical sl2-action on rRλn`1 -pmod.
This action extends canonically to a categorical action on rRλn`1 -mod. We now use this result
to construct a sl2-pair of functors tF ξn , Eξnu acting on the category
À
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod.
We first define the functors
F
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
n , E
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
n : R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod Ñ Rξj1¨¨¨jr pλqn -mod
by
F
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
n “ rΠλj1¨¨¨jr rF λn Ăresλξi1¨¨¨ik
and
E
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
n “ rΠλj1¨¨¨jr rEλnĂresλξi1¨¨¨ik .
Both functors are zero if the sequences pi1, . . . , ikq and pj1, . . . , jrq have the same length, since
this would mean that the source and target categories would correspond to weights of the form
ν ` kαn with ν “ ν1α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` νn´1αn´1 with common k (all diagrams in rRλn`1 -pmod and
Rλn`1 -pmod would contain the same number of strands labeled n) and both functors Eλn and F λn
(and rEλn , rF λn ) change the number of strands labeled n. Summing over all i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik and all k we
get the functors
F ξn , E
ξ
n :
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod Ñ
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod
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given by
F ξn :“
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
ξj1¨¨¨jrPDλ
F
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
n and Eξn :“
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
ξj1¨¨¨jrPDλ
E
ξ
j1¨¨¨jr
i1¨¨¨ik pλq
n .
Proposition 5.4. The functors F ξn and Eξn take projectives to projectives and define a categorical
sl2-action on à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod .
Proof. The first claim is a consequence of the definition of the functors t rF λn , rEλnu. Biadjointness
is a consequence of biadjointness of the pair tFn, Enu and the definition of tF ξn , Eξnu. SinceÀ
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDkλ Ăresλi1¨¨¨ik rΠλii¨¨¨ik is the identity functor on rRλn`1pkαnq -mod we have
F ξnE
ξ
n “
à
ξi1¨¨¨ik , ξj1¨¨¨jr , ξ`1¨¨¨`s , ξm1¨¨¨mtPDλ
rΠλj1¨¨¨jr rF λn Ăresλξj1¨¨¨jr rΠλ`1¨¨¨`s rEλnĂresλξm1¨¨¨mt
– à
ξi1¨¨¨ik , ξm1¨¨¨mtPDλ
rΠλj1¨¨¨jr rF λn rEλnĂresλξm1¨¨¨mt
and
EξnF
ξ
n –
à
ξi1¨¨¨ik , ξj1¨¨¨jrPDλ
rΠλi1¨¨¨ik rEλn rF λn Ăresλξj1¨¨¨jr
and the claim follows. 
Corollary 5.5. The functors tF ξj , Eξj uPt1,...,nu define a categorical sln`1-action onà
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n -mod . 
Corollary 5.6. With the action Eξn and F ξn as above the surjection K0pΠλq in Proposition 4.6 is
a surjection of sln`1-representations.
Proof. It is enough to show that the functor Πλ intertwines the categorical sl2-action defined by
tF ξn , Eξnu. For an object M in Rλn`1 -pmod we have
F ξnΠ
λpMq “ rΠλ rF λn ĂresλΠλpMq
“ rΠλQF λnP pĂresλΠλpMqq
“ rΠλĂresλΠλF λnP pĂresλΠλpMqq
“ ΠλF λnP pĂresλΠλpMqq.
The claim now follows from a comparison between the vector spaces P pĂresλΠλpMqq andM . 
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5.2. Classes of special indecomposables and the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis. Applying the pro-
cedure described in Section 4 recursively we end up with a direct sum of dλ “ dimpV sln`1λ q
one-dimensional k-vector spaces. We now reverse this procedure.
Definition 5.7. For each Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern s P Spλq we define a functor
ress :“ resλµn resµ
n
µn´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ resµ
1
: k -mod Ñ Rλn`1 -mod .
Here each of the functors resµ
j
µj´1 is the restriction functor corresponding to the surjection
piµj ,µj´1 : R
µj
j Ñ Rµ
j´1
j´1 as in Lemma 4.2 which uniquely determines a sequence pi1j ¨ ¨ ¨ ikjq and
therefore special idempotent pi1j ¨¨¨ikj in R
µj
j .
To keep the notation simple from now on we use s to denote i11 ¨ ¨ ¨ik1 ; i12 ¨ ¨ ¨ik2 ; . . . ; i1n ¨ ¨ ¨ikn ,
we use pis to denote the composite pii1n ¨¨¨ikn ¨ ¨ ¨ pii1n ¨¨¨ik2pii11 ¨¨¨ik1 and we write epsq instead of
eppi11 ¨¨¨ik1 , pi12 ¨¨¨ik2 , . . . , pi1n ¨¨¨ikn q.
All the above defines a special idempotent epsq in Rλn`1 where each pi1j ¨¨¨ikj can be seen as
special idempotent in Rj . It is not hard to see that the functor ress takes the one-dimensional
k-module k to the module epsqL which is a quotient of the projective Rλn`1-module epsqP by the
submodule epsqN which we now describe. It is spanned by diagrams consisting of n sets of
strands where strands belonging to different groups satisfy the usual KLR relations while the i-th
set consists of strands labeled within t1, . . . , iu which are in turn grouped and are subject to the
same conditions as the special groups of strands given in Subsection 4.2 for Rµ
j
j .
Definition 5.8. The algebra qRλn`1 is defined as the quotient
(21) qRλn`1 “ à
sPSpλq
Rλn`1{ kerppisq.
As in the case of the algebras rRλn`1 of Subsection 4.2 each algebra Rλn`1{ kerppisq admit a
presentation by diagrams consisting of groups of strands labeled by the entries spjq of the string
s which are subject to the rules given above for epsqN .
Lemma 5.9. We have Hom qRλn`1 -modpepsqL, eps1qLq “ 0 if s ‰ s1. 
Lemma 5.10. The module epsqL is projective indecomposable as a module over qRλn`1. 
Denote by qψ : Rλn`1 Ñ qRλn`1 the projection map. The action of functors tF λi , Eλi uiPt1,...nu on
the collection of all the modules epsqL in qRλn`1 -mod inherited from the one on Rλn`1 -mod does
not commute with the quotient functor qΨ: Rλn`1 -mod Ñ qRλn`1 -mod induced by qψ. Nevertheless
we can try change the action of the F s and of the Es on qRλn`1 -mod aiming at the obtention of a
commutative diagram
(22)
Rλn`1 -mod
qΨ

Fλi ,E
λ
i // Rλn`1 -mod
qΨ
qRλn`1 -mod qFλi , qEλi // qRλn`1 -mod
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To prove this we define qF λj , qEλj : qRλn`1 -mod Ñ qRλn`1 -mod
as the composite functorsqF λj “ à
s1,s2,s3PSpλq
Ăresλs3 rΠλs2F λj Ăresλs1Πλs1 qEλj “ à
s1,s2,s3PSpλq
Ăresλs3 rΠλs2Eλj Ăresλs1Πλs1 .
Lemma 5.11. Functors qF λj and qEλj are biadjoint and take projectives to projectives. The col-
lection of endofunctors t rF λi , rEλi uiPt1,...nu defines a categorical sln`1-action on qRλn`1 -mod. The
functor qΨ intertwines the categorical sln`1-action. 
Theorem 5.12. There is an isomorphism of sln`1 representations
K0p qRλn`1q –ÝÝÝÑ V sln`1λ
taking the projective epsqL to the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis element | s y.
Proof. The surjection qΨ of algebras induces a surjective map between the Grothendieck groups
K0p qψq : K0pRλn`1q –ÝÝÝÑ K0p qRλn`1q
intertwining the action of sln`1 which is an isomorphism if K0p qRλn`1q is not zero by Schur’s
lemma. To prove it is not zero we use the categorical branching rule to reduce the size of the
category qRλn`1 -pmod recursively until we get something with non-zero K0. Choose a string
s P Spλq. Each surjection pii1¨¨¨ik : Rλn`1pkαnq Ñ Rξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn from Lemma 4.2 induces a surjectionqpii1¨¨¨ik : qRλn`1pkαnq Ñ qRξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn which in turn results in a map
K0pqpii1¨¨¨ikq : K0p qRλn`1pkαnqq Ñ K0p qRξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn q
which is surjective. Continuing recursively we end up with a chain of surjections
K0p qRλn`1pkαnqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ K0p qRµ11 q “ K0pkq ‰ 0
which implies that K0p qRλn`1q “Àkě0K0p qRλn`1pkαnqq is non-zero.
The second claim follows from the fact that every indecomposable inRλn`1 -pmod splits underqΨ into a direct sum of indecomposables in qRλn`1 -pmod, each one labeled by an element of
Spλq, together with the fact that the number of projective indecomposables is the same in both
categories and the already established result that the map K0p qψq is an isomorphism. 
The results above allow us to give a presentation of the category Rλn`1 -pmod in terms of the
Gelfand-Tsetlin basis using the idempotents epsq.
Proposition 5.13. Every object in Rλn`1 -pmod is isomorphic to a direct summand of some
epsqP tεsu, for some s P Spλq and some shift εs.
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Proof. Every object in qRλn`1 -pmod is a quotient of an object in Rλn`1 -pmod. An inductive
argument, starting with the modules i1¨¨¨ik;jL of Subsection 4.2, shows that each object epsqL inqRλn`1 -pmod has a projective cover in Rλn`1 -mod which coincides with epsqP . The claim follows
from this observation together with the Lemmas 3.7, 4.4 and Corollary 4.8. 
Theorem 5.14. The isomorphism K0pRλn`1q Ñ V sln`1λ of Theorem 3.8 sends the projective epsqP
to the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis element | s y. 
This basis is not orthogonal with respect to the q-Shapovalov form, but it can be use to redefin-
ing another bilinear form p , q on V sln`1λ as
prP s, rP 1sq :“ gdim Hom qRλn`1 -modpP, P 1q
for P , P 1 objects in Rλn`1 -pmod. Clearly we have pepsqP, eps1qP q “ 0 if s ‰ s1.
5.3. A functorial realization of the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis. For each s P Spλq we also have
functors
Πs :“ Πµ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ΠµnΠλ : Rλn`1 -mod Ñ k -mod,rΠs :“ rΠµ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rΠµn rΠλ : rRλn`1 -mod Ñ k -mod
and
Ăress :“ ĂresλĂresµn ¨ ¨ ¨Ăresµ1 : k -mod Ñ rRλn`1 -mod
with the obvious definition of the categories rRµjj -mod.
Lemma 5.15. Functors Πs have orthogonal hom-spaces, in the sense that for an Rλn`1-module
M we have that Hom‘dλk -modpΠspMq,Πs
1pMqq “ 0 if s ‰ s1. 
Let GT pλq denote the category of functors
Fun: Rλn`1 -mod Ñ k -mod
There are endofunctors acting on GT pλq defined by
F GTi φpMq :“
à
r,sPSpµi´1q
rΠrF µi´1i ĂressφpMq
and
EGTi φpMq :“
à
r,sPSpµi´1q
rΠrEµi´1i ĂressφpMq
for φ a functor Rλn`1 -mod Ñ k -mod, M an Rλn`1-module and i “ 1, . . . , n.
Lemma 5.16. Each pair of functors F GTi , E
GT
i is biadjoint.
Proposition 5.17. The collection of functors tF GTi , EGTi ui“1,...,n defines a categorical sln`1-
action on GT pλq. 
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Conjecture 5.18. We have an isomorphism of sln`1-modules K0pGT pλqq – V sln`1λ that takes
Πs to the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis element | s y.
5.4. The cyclotomic quotient conjecture revisited. We can now give an elementary proof of
the Khovanov-Lauda cyclotomic conjecture in Type A.
Theorem 5.19. We have an isomorphism of sln`1-modules
K0pRλn`1q – V sln`1λ .
Proof. Recall that from Proposition 4.6 we have a surjection of sln`1-representations
K0pΠλq : K0pRλn`1q Ñ
à
ξi1¨¨¨ikPDλ
K0pRξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn q
and so, if we know that K0pRξi1¨¨¨ik pλqn q – V slnξi1¨¨¨ik pλq, we are done. The cyclotomic conjecture for
sln`1 follows from the cyclotomic conjecture for sl2 by recursion, which in turn is a consequence
of the fact that we have 1µ¯`1 “ 0 in Rµ2 , where 1µ¯`1 “ 0 is the diagram consisting of µ¯` 1
vertical parallel strands. 
6. CYCLOTOMIC KLR ALGEBRAS CATEGORIFY WEYL MODULES
6.1. The q-Schur categorification. In [23] a diagrammatic categorification of the q-Schur al-
gebra was constructed using a quotient of Khovanov and Lauda’s categorified quantum groups
from [17, 18]. Khovanov and Lauda’s categorified quantum sln consists of a 2-category Upslnq
defined from the following data. The objects are weights λ P Zn´1. The 1-morphisms are prod-
ucts of symbols λ1Fiλ (with λ1j “ λj ` 1 if j “ i ˘ 1, λ1j “ λj ´ 2 if j “ i, and λ1j “ λj
otherwise) and λ1Eiλ (with λ1j “ λj ´ 1 if j “ i ˘ 1, λ1j “ λj ` 2 if j “ i, and λ1j “ λj other-
wise) with the convention that says that λ1FiµνFiλ and λ1EiµνEiλ are zero unless µ “ ν. The
2-morphism of Upslnq are given by planar diagrams in a strip generated by oriented arcs that can
intersect transversely and can be decorated with dots (closed oriented 1 manifolds are allowed).
This graphical calculus is a generalization of the KLR algebras to a calculus where the strands
can travel in all directions in the sense that it gives the KLR diagrammatics when we restrict
strands to travel only downwards. The boundary of each arc is decorated with a 1-morphism.
These 2-morphisms are subject to a set of relations which we do not give here (see [17, 23] for
details).
In [23] Khovanov and Lauda’s categorified quantum sln was upgraded to a categorification
Upglnq of quantum gln (taking Khovanov and Lauda’s diagrams and relations of Upslnq with
gln-weights) and define the categorification of Sqpn, dq as the quotient of Upglnq by 2-morphisms
factoring through a weight not in Λpn, dq.
Definition 6.1. The category Spn, dq is the quotient of Upglnq by the ideal generated by all
2-morphisms containing a region with a label not in Λpn, dq.
The main result of [23] is that Spn, dq categorifies the q-Schur algebra from Subsection 2.2.
Theorem 6.2 ([23]). There is an isomorphism of Qpqq-algebras
γ : 9Spn, dq –ÝÝÝÑ K0
`
KarpSpn, dqq˘.
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6.2. Categorical Weyl modules. Recall that
Wλ – 1λ 9Spn, dq{rµ ą λs
where “ą” is the lexicographic order, is an irreducible for 9Spn, dq and that all irreducibles can
be obtained this way. It was conjectured in [23] that it is easy to categorify the irreducible
representations Wλ, for λ P Λ`pn, dq, using the category Spn, dq.
Definition 6.3. For any λ P Λ`pn, dq let 1λSpn, dq be the category whose objects are the 1-
morphisms in Spn, dq of the form 1λx and whose morphisms are the 2-morphisms in Spn, dq
between such 1-morphisms. Note that 1λSpn, dq does not have a monoidal structure because two
1-morphisms 1λx and 1λy cannot be composed in general. Alternatively one can see 1λSpn, dq
as a graded ring whose elements are the morphisms.
Definition 6.4. Let Vλ be the quotient of 1λSpn, dq by the ideal generated by all diagrams which
contain a region labeled by µ ą λ.
There is a natural categorical action of Spn, dq (and therefore of Upslnq) on Vλ defined by
putting a diagram in Spn, dq on the right-hand side of a diagram in Vλ. This action descends to
an action of 9Spn, dq – K0
`
KarSpn, dq˘ onK0pKarpVλqq. The map γ from Theorem 6.2 induces
a well-defined linear map γλ : Wλ Ñ K0pKarpVλqq which intertwines the 9Spn, dq-actions. It was
proven in [23] that γλ is surjective and it was conjectured that it is an isomorphism. Since Wλ
is irreducible, we have K0pKarpVλqq – Vλ or K0pKarpVλqq “ 0. So it suffices to show that
K0pKarpVλqq ‰ 0.
From now on we regard Rλn`1 as the category whose objects are sequences of simple roots and
morphisms are KLR diagrams. Let Nλ be the two-sided ideal generated by diagrams of Rλn`1
containing a bubble of positive degree in its left-most region.
Definition 6.5. The category qVλ is the quotient of Vλ by Nλ.
The ideal Nλ is virtually-nilpotent and therefore qVλ has the same Grothendieck group as Vλ
(see [23, Sec. 7]) where it was also explained that this quotient satisfies the cyclotomic condition
from Definition 3.6. In [23] the authors defined a functor from Rλn`1 to qVλ which is the identity
on objects and morphisms. Roughly speaking it just sends pictures to pictures where the strands
in the diagrams of Rλn`1 are seen as secretely oriented downwards. This functor is clearly full
and essentially surjective and it was conjectured to be faithful. We denote this functor by Φλ.
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 6.6. The functor Φλ is faithful and therefore an equivalence of categories.
Proof. We can decorate the regions of the diagrams of Rλn`1 with gln`1-weights, starting with a
λ in the leftmost region and subtracting εj ´ εi`1 any time we cross a strand labeled j. In other
words, if the region on the left of strand labeled j is decorated with the weight λ1, then the label
of its right neighboring region is λ1 ´ εj ` εj`1 “ pλ11, . . . , λ1j ´ 1, λ1j`1 ` 1, . . . , λ1n`1q.
We first prove that, if X P Rλn`1pβq contains a region labeled by µ R Λgln`1 , then X “ 0. It
is enough to assume that µ is the label of its rightmost region. Moreover, we can assume that
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µn`1 ă 0. For suppose µj ă 0 and µi ě 0 for i ą k. Then we can use the decomposition
in (18) and the fact that Πλ is injective on objects to obtain an array of diagrams, each one in
a distinct R
ξi1¨¨¨ik pλq
n , but all having the weight pµ1, . . . , µnq in its rightmost region. A recursive
application of this procedure yields therefore an array of diagrams in a direct sum of cyclotomic
KLR algebras ‘ζRζj , all of them with the rightmost region decorated with pµ1, . . . , µjq. We can
assume further that X is of the form 1r for some sequence r of simple roots.
Assume that one of the components Πξi1¨¨¨ik pλq1r is non-zero. Then we have a non-zero diagram
in Rλm connecting the special idempotent eppi1¨¨¨ik , r1q to 1r, as in
λ µ
rµ
. . . . . .. . .
. . . . . .
r1 n r|β|
i1 n
Recall that the strands ending in pi1¨¨¨ik in the bottom do not cross each other nor carry any dots.
All strands labeled n must end at the bottom among the ones corresponding to pi1¨¨¨ik . We labelrµ the region close to the bottom of 1r and immediately at the right of the last strand labeled n,
counted from the left.
Let |αn´1|β and |αn|β be the number of strands labeled n ´ 1 and n in Rλmpβq respectively.
Since µn ă 0 we must have |αn´1|β ă |αn|β which means that rµn ď µn ă 0. This implies
that epps, r1q is not a special idempotent, which is a contradiction. This forces the component
Πξii¨¨¨ik pλq1r to be the zero diagram. The reasoning above applies to all components Πξii¨¨¨ik pλq1r
and altogether, it implies that Πλ1r “ 0. Since Πλ is injective, we conclude that 1r “ 0 in
Rλn`1pβq. 
Corollary 6.7. We have an isomorphism of 9Spn, dq representations
K0pKarpVλqq – Wλ.
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